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ABSTRACT
A FORTRAN program for the calculation of force constants using 
the generalized inverse of the Jacobian matrix is described. The method 
can be applied with success to solve "ill-conditioned" problems since 
it effectively removes the singularity difficulties in the least squares 
problems. Detailed instructions for the use of the program together with test results are given also.
KIVONAT
A molekulák erőállandóinak számítására szolgáló FORTRAN progra­
mot ismertetünk. A módszer a Jacobi matrix általánosított inverzének ki­
számításával hatékony módon eltávolítja a legkisebb négyzetek elvén ala­
puló paraméter-finomitás során fellépő mátrix-szingularitási nehézsége­
ket és igy sikeresen alkalmazható rosszul kondicionált feladatok megol­
dására. A program használatával kapcsolatos információkat és próbafutta­
tások eredményeit is közöljük.
Р Е З Ю М Е
Для вычисления постоянных силы разработана программа на языке 
FORTRAN, употребляющая псевдообратную матрицу. Метод успешно применяется для 
решения задач с особенной матрицей, так как учитывает ранг матрицы Якоби, 
находящейся в методе наименьших квадратов. В работе даются подробные указа­
ния применения программы/ а также результаты отлаживания программы.
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C O N T E N T S

I. INTRODUCTION
The method of least squares for force constant calculations has 
been in general use for a considerable time and the principles of the 
procedure are well known [l-3].
The force constants are determined so that they minimize the weighted sum 
of squared deviations /S/ between v°bs /or X°bs/ ^ , the i-th observed 
frequency /or frequency parameter/ and v^a^c /or ^calc^ the i-th calculat 
ed frequency /or frequency parameter/
S = I W /v?bs - v ? a l c l 2 / I I
i=l 1 1 1
S
mIi=l w ± / x f s calc ,2 i ' eWe /1а/
where is the i-th element of a weight matrix, m is the number of
observed frequencies an ~  denotes the transpose of a matrix or a vector.
2 /In the end a linearized set of normal equations is obtained
/JWJ/üf = JWAX /2/
with the solution
A_f = /JWJ/"1 JWAX /3/
^ I f  the force constants are expressed in mdyne/8 and the G elements
calculated using a.m.u. then X/sec-^/ = 4tt2c ^v  ^ N  ^= 5.89141*10 ^v2 /cm 1 
where c is the velocity of light and N is the Avogadro number.
Similar equations can be obtained when S is a function of frequencies
/1 /.
2 /
2where, if we have m observations and n unknown force constants, Jmxn
is an m x n  Jacobian matrix with the elements ЭХ /9f , in which X ism n m
the m-th frequency parameter and fn is the n-th force constant. Af is a 
vector of adjustments to the trial set of force constants and AX^  is a 
deviation vector whose elements are the differences between the observed 
and calculated frequency parameters. The adjustments of force constants has 
to be repeated until a converged set is reached according to some sort of 
criterion. If the JWJ matrix is nearly singular which implies that the 
problem is ill-conditioned the calculation either diverges or oscillates.
Several authors [4-14] have investigated this problem and modified the 
original method to improve convergence, while others [l5-2l] have suggested 
methods for computing fórce constants which avoid the necessity for solving 
/2/. In a short communication [22] we described a method which effectively 
removes the singularity difficulties by applying the generalized inverse 
of the Jacobian matrix J and taking into account the rank of the matrix J.
A program has been written in FORTRAN and it adjusts the force constants to 
give a wéighted least-squares fit of calculated frequencies of isotopic 
molecules /maximum 5 molecules/ to the observed frequencies. However, other 
input data /Coriolis coefficients, centrifugal-stretching constants etc./ 
can also be included with some minor modifications.
The program in the present form can be applied with greatest advantage to 
Vibrational problems in symmetry coordinate representation and the maximum 
dimension of the F matrix is 6x6. The dimensions, of course, can be extended 
for a computer of larger memory, if required. We have run the program on an 
ICL 1900 computer and it occupies approximately 24 К storage when compiled. 
This report provides the necessary information for using the force constant 
calculation program followed by test results and complete listing.




In the refinement calculation of the force constants based on the least- 
-squares method one of the main problems is that in many cases the matrix 
JWJ in /2/ is nearly singular /or singular/ which implies that a stable 
solution for the equation cannot be expected.
It has been shown [22] that the application of the generalized inverse of
1/2the matrix J = W J enables one to find a solution of the weighted ^ 1 /squares of residuals /rWr/ ' directly even if the matrix JWJ is nearly
singular or singular, i.e. if the problem is ill-conditioned. In this case 
the least-squares solution can be written as
Af = J ДА — =w —w /4/
where Äw is the generalized inverse of the matrix and ДА = W1/2AA. —w = —
The solution /4/ is the minimum norm solution of the normal equations /2/, 
i.e. the Euclidean norm | Д f| = ( E | Äf i | 2)1 = min., and therefore the
solution is unique [23].
It should be noted that the following relation is valid:
J+ = /J J /+J=w =w =w' =w /5/
The numerical computation of the generalized inverse matrix J^ represents 
a significant mathematical problem. However, the singular value decomposi­
tion [24] seems to be a numerically stable and fairly fast method for the 
computation of the matrix J^.
The decomposition of J can be written in the form
J=w U i n 2 / 6 /
where I is an n x n diagonal matrix the elements a . of which are 
the non-negative square roots of the eigenvalues of 3^ J^ = З Щ  and are 
called the singular values of J^. The columns of U are the orthonormalized 
eigenvectors associated with the n largest eigenvalues of J^ J^ and the 
columns of V are the orthonormalized eigenvectors of 3 J . Both matrices
1/ r = ДА - JAf
4U and V satisfy the equation
yu = W  = VV = En /7/
and can be obtained without solving the eigenvalue problems of J J and==fW
ЬУ applying the method described in [24]. /See the procedure MINFIT
in the program. This procedure is a FORTRAN version of the ALGOL procedure
of the same name written by Golub and Reinsch [25]./ Once the decomposition
has been obtained the generalized inverse of J can be written as=w
4- 4- rJj  =  v  z и=w — =n — / 8/
The elements oT on the diagonal of are l/oi or zero depending on
whether ф О or = 0, respectively [26] .
If r, the rank of Jw , is less than n, /8/ can be rewritten as
/4+ + ~J = V I U=w = =r = /9/
with
UU - W  = E /Ю /
and
Z* = diag/c^1, or  1 1 , / 11/
where ^  > <?2 -  1 0r> 0 and ar+l = °r+2 = ••• = °n = °- If the
matrix is of rank n then the equations /6/ and /8/ give
'i, i * f - '4, 4,'
-l / 12/
and by taking into account equation /5/ one obtains
J+ = /3 J Г 1 J=w ' =w =^ w =w /13/
that is in the case of maximum rank the generalized inverse method is 
equivalent to the "classical " method.
II.2. Numerical properties
It is known [27] that the condition number of a matrix is ° i l a n ' where 
and an are the largest and smallest singular values of the matrix,
5respectively, and this plays an important role with respect to the matrix 
inversion. In most cases none of the singular values is exactly zero but there 
are one or more singular values which are very small in comparison with 
the others, consequently the condition number is large /it may be of order 
of 103 or larger/, therefore the matrix is ill-conditioned. In these cases 
the practical procedure is that the relatively small о± elements are 
replaced by zero, in such a way that the ill-conditioned matrix is
approximated by a matrix of lower rank with an essentially better con­
dition number.
If it is assumed that the singular values a ar+2, ••• ,an of
matrix are negligibly small in comparison with the others dt can be shown 
[24] that the approximation is such that
I < +1 + + ' У » /14/
where the matrix 3 ^ of rank r is an approximation to with a con­
dition number
cond / J ^ l = g1 /15/
and I И F denotes the Frobenius matrix norm /the Frobenius matrix norm 
of A is I A I 3 = trace A  a /.
Equation /14/ represents essentially a perturbation of the by a matrix1 /ÓJ whose norm is=w
Then instead of /4/ one obtains
/16/
Af = J+AX — =w —w /17/
where J+ is an approximation to the generalized inverse /8/. In an
==Wideal case there is a difference of several orders of magnitude between the
singular values a., . .., 0  ^and a ., ..., 0 i.e. the rank of J can be I r r+i n =w
determined easily. Then the condition number of /15/ is small and at the
same time the matrix perturbation /16/ is small, too, or may be of no
significance at all if one takes into account that the elements
of the Jacobian matrix are not exact because of errors in the
input data. In less favourable cases the difference mentioned above
^  It should be noted that the Frobenius matrix norm is orthogonally 
invariant.
6is smaller /see the example of dichloromethane molecule in IV.2./ and the 
determination of the rank of the matrix J ,  i.e. the selection of the 
condition number of the approximating matrix J ,  is a somewhat arbitrary 
procedure and it must be performed carefully. /See Comment 1 in Ш . З . /
II.3. The iteration cycle
The iteration cycle of the force constant refinement starts with the computa­
tion of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix GF^, where is
a set of trial force constants, and the construction of the Jacobian matrix 
then follows from the matrix of eigenvectors. /For solving the vibrational 
problem the method of Schachtschneider and Snyder [ЗЗ] was used./
In each step the corrections to the force constants are obtained in the form 
of /17/ and the norm of this correction vector is minimum, which means, in 
other words, that in the i-th step among all the possible vectors f, the 
vector f^ obtained by correcting the vector f^_^ of the /i-l/-th step 
by the correction vector /17/ is the closest /in norm/ to the vector f^_^.
It may occur, that even the minimum norm solution is too large to ensure 
convergence. In this case it is suggested that the correction vector /17/ 
be multiplied by a suitable scaling factor, in particular at the beginning 
of the iteration cycle when the difference between the values rWr and 
eWe is large.
The refinement will be terminated when the largest element of the correction 
vector Af will become smaller than a given tolerance. /See TOLF in the 
input data in Ш . 1 . /  The dispersions of the force constants and the correla­
tion coefficients, d. and c, ., respectively, can also be given in the1 it^generalized inverse method as '
and
ii /18/
'±j / Aii Ajj/TTY
/19/
where rWr is the weighted square of residuals computed with the final 
set of force constants, m is the number of observed data, p = rank/J/,
i.e. p is equal to n less the number of singular values set to zero, 
and A = /J^ i ^ l + with the approximation of the Jacobian matrix computed
in the last iteration step.
ly,For statistical analysis in the determination of force constants by the 
"classical" method of least squares see e.g. [ з ] .
7The small values of the dispersions of the force constants in the dichloro- 
methane molecule test results are probably surprising since the original 
problem is ill-conditioned. However, this can be understood if one takes 
into consideration that in each iteration step the computation of the 
correction vector Af is performed with a Jacobian matrix of good condition 
and the correction of the force constants by a vector of minimum norm 
corresponds to a very strong constraint during the iteration. Since the 
least squares method is essentially a statistical method, the precise 
meaning and the validity of the dispersions and correlation coefficients 
obtained by /18/ and /19/ need further detailed statistical discussion.
/See e.g. [28, 29] ./
8III. THE USE OF THE PROGRAM
III.l. Preparation of input data and input formats
Card Column Variable Description Format
1 1-2 IND IND =10, an index indicating the 12
start of a problem.
2 1-9 TOL A machine dependent constant which D9.1
should be set equal to B/EPSl where 
В is the smallest positive number 
representable in the computer; for 
EPS1 see the next variable.
2 10-18 EPS1 The smallest number for which D9.1
1 + EPS1 > 1 in computer arithmetic.
3 1-10 CN The condition number chosen, see F10.4
Comment 1.
3 11-20 TOLF The iteration cycle is terminated if F10.4
the largest element of the force cons­
tant correction vector is smaller than 
TOLF /e.g. TOLF = 0.001/.
3 21-30 SC The number by which the elements of F10.4
the force constant correction vector 
are multiplied. See Comment 2 .
3 31-32 NWF, Code number fór weighting the input 12
data.
If NWF = 0  W/iy = 1 / A± ,
NWF = 1  W/I/ = 1/X|,
NWF = 2 W/I/ = 1.0
See Comment 3.
3 33-34 NS The maximum number of iteration 12
steps /e.g. NS = 20/.
4 1-3 NQ The order of the G matrix. The maximum 13
value of NQ is 6, but the dimensions 
can be extended.
4 4-6 NF The number of independent force constants 13
to be refined /which is equal to the 
number of columns of the Jacobian matrix 





5 1-56 RECORD/1 /




7-... 1-12,..., FI/К,1/* 2
61-72
The number of all nonzero Z matrix 13 
elements. See Comment 4.
The number of all frequencies. 13
INUMB = NQ x NUMBG.
The number of isotopic molecules. 13
The maximum value of NUMBG is 5.
The number of all nonzero force 13
constants to be constrained. See 
Comment 4.
This card contains information 7A8
about the problem, e.g. the name 
of molecule.
The information about the initial 4/3I3,F9.6/
force constants to be refined is
punched onto cards in 18 column
fields, 4 fields per card. The
first 3 columns of each field give
the row number of the F matrix
element, columns 4 to 6 give the
column number of the element,
columns 7 to 9 give the number of
the force constant in the Ф/
2 1FI/К,1/ ' vector and columns 10
up to and including 18 give the 
element of Z vector by which the 
force constant in the Ф vector 
will be multiplied. I runs from 1 
to NOZ. If the card is not full the 
remainder is left blank. See 
Comment 4.
The initial values of independent 6F12.6
force constants to be refined are
punched onto cards in 12 column
fields, 6 fields per card. Only
the upper triangle elements should
be punched. Zero initial values
must be entered also. К runs from
1 to NF. If the card is not full
the remainder is left blank. See
Comment 4.
' -... denotes that the information may be punched onto more than one card 
of the same type depending on the actual problem.
2 /' It should be noted that FI/K,1/ is actually a vector and it is treated as
a two dimensional array only because of the present form of subroutine MTNFIT.
10
8-... 1-18,..., NR0/N0Z+I/, If there are force constants 4/2I3,F12.6/
55-72 NCO/NOZ+I/, to be constrained /NFCfO/ then
FIC/I/ they are punched onto cards
in 18 column fields, 4 fields 
per card. The first 3 columns 
of each field give the row 
number of the F matrix element, 
columns 4 to 6 give the column 
number of the element and 
columns 7 up to and including 
18 give the value of the 
constrained F matrix element.
Only the upper triangle elements 
should be punched. I runs from 
1 to NFC, the number of fixed 
force constants. If the card is 
not full the remainder is left 
blank. See Comment 5.
9- ... 1-20 RECORDl/I,J/ The cards contain information 5A4
about the isotope molecules /e.g. 
the name of molecule/. I runs 
from 1 to NUMBG. NUMBG cards must 
be included, even if blank.
10- ... 1-12,..., D /I/ The vector of all observed 6F12.6
61-72 frequencies /in cm ^/ the
elements of which are arranged 
in the order of symmetry co­
ordinates within each symmetry 
block. The frequencies of isotopic 
molecules are entered in the 
order of the G matrices. The 
frequencies are punched onto 
cards in 12 column fields, 6 
fields per card. I runs from 1 
to INUMB. If a frequency has 
not been observed the correspond­






1-24,..., NROWG/L/, The G matrix elements are
49-72 NCOLG/L/, punched onto cards in 24
DATING/L/ column fields, 3 fields per 
card. The first 3 columns 
of each field give the row 
number of the G matrix 
element, columns 4 to 6 give 
the column number of the 
element and columns 7 up to 
and including 24 give the 
value of the G matrix element.
The row number following the 
last element of each G matrix 
is set equal to -1. If the 
card is not full the remainder 
is left blank. Only the upper 
triangle elements of the G 
matrix should be punched. Zero 
elements need not be entered.
The G matrices should be entered 
in the order of isotopic molecules. 
See Comment 6.
The last card is a blank card if 
there is no other problem, other­
wise the next problem should 
follow with card 1.
III.2. Presentation of the output
First the input data are printed out:
1. the title of the problem
2. the weighting of the input frequencies
3. the scaling factor of the force constant correction vector
4. the condition number chosen
5. the condition of terminating the iteration cycle
6. observed frequencies for each isotopic molecule
7. the G matrix for each isotopic molecule
8. initial F matrix
9. the observed and calculated frequencies and frequency parameters 
for each isotopic molecule
10. eWe /See equation /la//
12
After each iteration step the following are printed out:
1. the singular values /a^/
2. the elements of the matrix /See equation /11//
3. the condition number /See equation /15//
4. the solution vector Af /See equation /17//
5. the norm of the solution vector Af
6. the force constant correction vector /solution vector multiplied 
by scaling number/
7. the adjusted F matrix
8. the observed and calculated frequencies and frequency parameters 
for each isotopic molecule
9. rWr
10. eWe
After the final step the following are printed out:
1-6. see above
7. the final set of force constants
8. the standard errors of the force constants /See equation /18//
9. the correlation matrix /See equation /19//
10. the observed and calculated frequencies and frequency 
parameters for each isotopic molecule
11. rWr
12. eWe
Í3. the Jacobian matrix for each isotopic molecule
14. the eigenvector matrix L for each isotopic molecule
15. the inverse of the eigenvector matrix L  ^for each isotopic 
molecule
III.3 Comments
1/ Condition number /CN/: According to our experience if a condition number 
between 100.0 - 200.0 is chosen convergence readily occurs. Therefore 
it is suggested that in the first run of the program CN be set equal to 
100.0 and NS to 5. If the question were to be posed as to whether or not 
the choide is unsatisfactory in that the force constant calculation does 
not converge, a look at the singular values would help in selecting a 
more suitable value for CN. /See also II.2./
2/ The scaling factor /SC/ is a number by which all elements of the force 
constant correction vector are multiplied. In the early stages of 
convergence it may happen that the linear approximation / A \ = JAf/ does
13
not hold true and some elements of the solution vector are too large.
In this case the application of a scaling factor <1 is recommended. In 
the first run SC can be set equal to 1.0. If "overshooting" has occured, 
it is then suggested that a smaller value for SC be used /e.g. 0.5/.
/See also II.2./
23/ For a percentage fit the entries in W/I/ are 1/X^/NWF = 1/ and 1/X^
/NWF = О/ for an absolute fit. It is also possible to give all the 
frequencies unit weight /NWF = 2/.
4/ The initial values of the NF force constants to be adjusted will be read 
into the-Ф /FI /К, 1 / / vector. Then by multiplying the vector by the Z 
matrix'*' ^ the f vector is obtained which contains the F matrix elements 
which will be refined:
f = Z Ф .
If к is the dimension of the F matrix then the Z matrix is a k(k+l)/2
21 = = by NF matrix 'and its elements are uniquely determined by 3 numbers:
the tow and column number of the F matrix element and the number of the
force constant in Ф. Therefore the nonzero elements of Z can be stored
as four one-dimensional arrays:
NRO/I/: the row number of the F element 
NCO/I/: the column number of the F element 
NFO/I/: the number of the force constant in Ф 
Z/I/: the value of the Z matrix element.
I runs from 1 to NOZ, the number of non-zero elements. The elements of 
the f vector are rearranged into the F matrix by the program using the 
information given by the elements of the arrays NRO/I/ and NCO/I/.
5/ If some elements of the F matrix will be fixed then their values will 
be read into the FIC/I/ vector and NRO/I/ and NCO/I/ give the row and 
column number, respectively, of the F element constrained. The initial 
F matrix is constructed by the program from the force constants to be 
refined and to be constrained, respectively.
6/ The G matrix elements can be calculated by hand using the formulae given 
in the textbook of Wilson, Decius and Cross [3l]. There are programs 
available in the literature /e.g. [32]/ which evaluate the G matrix 
elements in internal valence coordinates and in symmetry coordinates.
If the G matrix is set up in symmetry coordinates one should make use of 
the known assignment of the vibration frequencies to their different 
symmetry species, i.e., the order of frequencies should correspond to the 
order or symmetry coordinates. If the G matrix is calculated by a separate 
program its elements can be transferred onto a magnetic tape or punched 
onto cards suitable for input to this program.
I/ The transformation matrix Z. was introduced in [2] and we used the method 
described in [30] for the storage of the Z matrix.
' If not all the elements of the E matrix are subjected to refinement the 




Water /H20, D20, H D O a n d  dichloromethane /CH2C12 , CD2C12, CHDCl2/ 
were choosen as test molecules. The computations have been carried out by using 
symmetry coordinates.

























H2o d 2o HDO
Ш1 3832.2 2763.8 3889.8
“2 1648.5 1206.4 2824.3
“3 3942.5 2888.8 1440.2
■^The water molecule does not represent an ill-conditioned problem and it was 
selected to illustrate how the present method works in a "classical" case.
2 /'See first column of Table VII in [16]. The force constants are given in 
mdyne/fi.
 ^I See first column of Table VI in [l6]di The frequencies are harmonic frequencies.
15
The values of the other input parameters can be seen on the list of input 
cards /each row represents one card/:
LIST OF INPUT CARDS :
1 0
1. 0Б-7 5  1.0K-11
1000.0000 0.0010 1.0000010 
3 4 4 9 3 0
FORCE CONSTANT CALCULATION FOR WATER MOLECULE
1 1 1 1 » 000000 1 2 2 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  2 2 3 1.000000 3 3 4 1.000000




3З 32 .2  1648 .5  3 94 2 .5  2763 .8  1206.4 2888 .8
3 8 8 9 .8  2 8 2 4 .3  1440 .2
1 1 О .Ю 3908489Е 01 1 2 - 0 . 855939564E-01 2 2 0 . 2 i 4 o85272E 01
3 3 0.107042636E 01 -1
1 1 0.543348  324E 00 1 2 - 0 . 855939564E-01 2 2 0 .1 14937958E 01
3 3 0 . 574689792E 00 -1
1 1 О.791216609E 00 1 2 - 0 . 855939564E-01 1 3 O.247868285E 00
2 2 0 . i 645 l l 6 i 5E 01 3 3 0 . 822558077E 00 -1
00
The singular values of the matrix J : 0.2557740 x 101, 0.5411786 x 10°— -1 ==iw0.4429977 x 10°, 0.4472247 x 10 . The condition number a^/o^ = 57.191 is
smaller than the input condition number 100.0 and thus ensures the conver­
gence .
Final results:
After 4 iteration steps the refinement procedure converged.











Observed and calculated frequencies
h 2o d 2o HDO
“obs ш . calc “obs ш , calc wobs Ü) .calc
“l 3832.2 3832.273 2763.8 2763.855 3889.8 3889.870
Ш2 1648.5 1646.896 1206.4 1204.795 2824.3 2823.946
w. 3942.5 3942.572 2888.8 2888.803 1440.2 1443.354
rWr = 0.301538 x 10-4 
eWe = 0.301553 x 10-4
The output Includes the J, L and L 1 matrices too.




















0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

























0.0 О•О 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0




-1 2 /Observed frequencies /in cm /:
CH2C12 С02С12 CHDC1
3045 2304 3019
897 • 3/ 2248
2990 2198 1283
1424 10524/ 778
706 679 .0 684
286 282.0 283
The values of the other input parameters can be seen on the list of input 
cards /each row represents one card/: *23
^See first column of Table XII in [l6] . The force constants are given in 
mdyne/8.
2 /'See first column of Table XI in [l6]. The order of the frequencies is some­
what different from that in [1б].
3 /This frequency is missing; however, a zero must be punched onto the proper
field of the input card. .
4/ -1 -1'1052 cm was used instead of 995 cm
LIST OF INPUT CARDS:
1.0E -75  1.OE-11
100.0000 0.0010 1.0000010 
6 13 13 1 я 3 0
FORCE CONSTANT CALCULATION FOR CH2CL2 MOLECULE
10
1 1 1 1 .000000  1 2 2 1 .000000 2 2 3 1 . 000000 3 3 4  1 .000000
3 4 5 1 .000000 3 5 6 1 .000000 3 6  7 1 . 000000 4 4 8 1 .0 0 0 0 0 0
4 5 9 1 .000000 4 6 10 1.000000 5 5 1 1  1. 000000 5 6 12 1 .000000
6 6 13 1 .000000
4 .7595 -0 .4 7 4 6 0 .9202  4 .9092 -IЭ. 1029 0 .0308





3045 .0  8 97 .0 2990. 0 1424.0 706 .0  2 8 6 .0
2304 .0  0 .0 2198. 0 1052 .0 679.О  2 8 2 .0
3019 .0  2248 .0 1283. 0 7 7 8 .0 684 .0  2 8 3 .0
1 1 0.11 О678626E 01 1 2 -0 .1 4 5 4 5 1276E 00 2 2 0. 598271578E 00
3 3 0.104435192E 01 3 4 -0 .5 2 2 2 1 2077E-01 3 5 - 0 .  101906786E 00
3 6 0 .6120374 i 4 e - oi 4 4 0.809233427E-01 4 5 0 . 1021 12191E 00
4 6 -0 .61 3 27 1 04 4 E-01 5 5 O.217025385E 01 5 6 -0 .17 7 52 7  984E-01
6 6 O.982761123E-01 -1
1 1 0 .611049689E 00 1 2 - 0 . 145451276E 00 2 2 0. 3985951 28E 00
3 3 0 .5 4 8 6 15346E 00 3 4 - 0 .  52221 2077E-01 3 5 - 0 .  Ю 1906786Е 00
3 6 0.612037414 E-01 4 4 0.80923 3^27 E-01 4 5 0. 1021 12191E 00
4 6 -0 .613271044  E-01 5 5 0.118563446E 01 5 6 -0 .6 7 5 5 8 2 6 19E-01
6 6 0.957567792E-01 -1
1 1 0.858917975E 00 1 2 -0 .1 4 5 4 5 1 276E 00 1 3 O.247868285E 00
2 2 0.498433353E 00 2 5 -0 .2 2 1 7 ОО983E 00 2 6 - 0 . 1 12144046E-01
3 3 0 .79648363 IE 00 3 4 -0 .5 2 2 2 1 2077E-01 3 5 - 0 .  101906786E 00
3 6 0.612037414 E-01 4 4 0.80923 3427E-01 4 5 0.1 021 1 21 91 E 00
4 6 -0 .61 3 27 1 04 4 E-01 5 5 0.167794415E 01 5 6 -0 .426555301 E-01
6 6 0 .970164457E-01 -1
00
The singular values of the matrix 0.2829452x10*", 0.1041755x10'*', 
0.7687411x10°, 0.7420551x10°, 0.6176945x10°, 0.4520438x10°, 0.1087264x10°,
0.7168403x10”*", 0.6102980x10”*", 0.1789531x10”*", 0.3984935xlo”2, 0.1205883x10 
0.1275912xlO~10.
19
The condition number of J : 2.218 x 1011.=w
Since a value of 100.0 was selected for CN the last four elements of 
the matrix have been set equal to zero i.e. the condition number of J a-,/aQ 
is equal to 46.4 at the start of the iteration cycle. The value of the condi­
tion number in each step is smaller than the input condition number and the 
calculation converges. If CN = 200.0 then the last three elements will be set 
equal to zero and the refinement converges to a force field which is somewhat 
different from that obtained with CN = 100.0.
Final results:
After 5 iteration steps the refinement procedure converged. 
Final F matrix /with dispersions/:
4.724+0.067 -0.547+0.12
0.919+0.041 4.942+0.034 -0.113+0.033 0.149+0.086 0.751+0.035







Observed and calculated frequencies:
CH2C12 CD2C12 chdci2
Vobs Vcalc vobs vcalc Vobs Vcalc
3045 3045.173 2304 2302.842 3019 3020.044
897 897.314 • • • 698.932 2248 2248.421
2990 2992.066 2198 2194.268 1283 1276.339
1424 1431.565 1052 1049.138 778 778.963
706 711.902 679 .0 675.194 684 680.488
286 284.607 282 .0 282.712 283 283.642
rWr = 0.924465 x lO-3 
' em = 0.924479 x 10~3






VI. LISTING OF THE PROGRAM
R E A D  F R O M  (MT . p r o g r a m o k  A F . C J B 4 )
S U B F I L E  C j B 4
M A S T E P  Г J В 4C F O R C E  C O N S T A N T  C A L C U L A T I O N  P R O G p AM
I OG I C A L  BOO, SI N G 
P E A L  J A C
DOUBLE PRECISION u .v i ,s ,u i ,e p s i .t o l .q
О I Mp NS I O N  G ( A , 6 ) , F < 6 , 6 ) , C ( 6 . 6 ) . H ( 6 . 6 ) , A ( A , 6 ) , V ( 3 n . O ) ,
1 RECORD <1 5 )  .REC0RD1(5.5) .NRO<21 ) ,NC0(?1 ) ,Z(2 l ) .Q(?1 ) ,SIGm a <21) ,
2 N F 0 (? 1 ) . 0 ( 3 0 )  , N R 0 u e < 4 )  , n C O L G  (4) . D A H  n G ( 4 )  * 0 « ( 6 )  . O X  <3 0)  * 0 0 ( 6 )  .
3 d C ( 6 >  ,Dv<6> ,n1 (6> .Dx1 (6 ) ,DDV<6> , JAC (30.22) *<-PS <30,1 ) , Fl <21 .1 > , 
4oR(30.2l).W(30),CR(21*2l)*R(30),ALFA<21).FlrM0), 
5 a 1(?1,21),A2(30,21),AL<30«21),A|. I(30,21).0C1<30),BV1(30)
c i n d = i o  a n  i n d e x  i n d i c a t i n g  t h e  s t a r t  o f  a p r o b l e m , a f t e r  t h e
С I AST P R O B L E M  a B L A N K  CARO MUST BE INCLUDED.
22  READ( 5 * 2 3 )  IND
23  F ORMA T { 1 2 )
IF < I N D - 1 0 ) 9 0 . 0 . 0
c 1 . t o l . a m a c h i n e  d e p e n d e n t  c o n s t a n t  w h i c h  S h o u l d  в * s e t  f o U a i t o  
С n / E P S 1 W H E R E  В is I H E S M A L L E S T  P O S I T I V E  n U M r e r R E P R E S E N T A B L E  IN
C THE  C O M P U T E RC ? , E P S 1 » T H E  S M A L L E S T  N U M B E R  FOR  W H I C H  1 * E P S 1 > 1  IN C O M p U T F R  A R l T H -
C M E T l C
p E A d ( 5 . 1 )  T O l . E p S I
1 F O R M A T ( 2 D 9 .1)
C 1 .C N. C O N D I T I O N  N U M B E R  C H O O S E NC ?. T О I. F « T H E  I T E R A T I O N  C Y C L E  IS F I N I S H E D  IF M A X t O E l U  F X t O L F
C 3 . S C .  T H E  S C A L E  N U M 3 e r  BY W H I C H  D E L T A  F IS M U L T I P L I E DC A . N U F ,  W E I G H T I N G  F A C T O R ,  IF N W F . O  W * 1/ L A M B D a . I f n W F * 1 W * 1 / l A M B D A * « ?C .IF N W F »2 W * 1.0
C s .n s , t h e  m a x i m u m  n u m b e r  o f  i t e r a t i o n  s t f p s
P E A  Г) ( 5 * 2 )  C N . T 0 L F . S C . N W F . N S
2 F O R M AT (3MO. 4*212)C 1.NQ THt ORDFR OF THE 0 MATRIX
C ? , N F » T h e  N U M B E R  o f  I N D E P E N D E N T  F O R C E  C O N S T A N T S  T O  BE R E F I N E D  i . f .
C t h f  n u m b e r  o f  c o l u m n s  o f  t h e  J a c o b 1 ma t r i x
C 3 . N O Z  T h e  N U M B E R  OF N O N - Z E R O  Z M A T R I X  E l F M E N T S . I N  T h f  S I M P L E S T
C C A S E  N O Z  IS THE  N U M B E R  OF AL L F M A T R I X  E L E M E N T S  T O  BF R E F I N E D .
c a . i n u m b  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  a l l  o b s e r v e d  f r e q u e n c i e s
с S . N u M B G  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  i s o t o p f  m o l e c u l e sC A . N F C  T h e  N U M B E R  o f  a l l  N O N Z E R O  f o r c e  C O N S T A N T S  t o  b e  C O N S T R A I N E D
RE A; >< 5*4 ) NQ. N f , N O  г , I N UM В * NLIM В 6 . N F C 
4 F O R M A T  <6 I 3)
C C A R D  C O N T A I N I N G  P R O B L E M  I N F O R M A T I O N
p EA;> <5 »6)  < R E C 0 R D (  I ), I «1 ,7)
6 F O R M A T  <7Afi>
U R I T E ( 6 , 5 0 )  ( R E C O R D ( I ) , I* 1 , 7 )
50  FORMAT < 1 H1 , / / / / 2 Х , f АЯ)
c i . n h O g i v e s  t h e  r o w  n u m b e r  o f  t h f  f f l e m f n t
с ? . Ni о g i v e s  t h e  c o l u m n  n u m b e r  o f  t h e  f e l e m e n t
c x .N г о g i v e s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  t h e  f o r c e  c o n s t a n t  i n  f i  v e c t o r
C C . Z V E C T O R  C O N T A I N S  T H E  F A C T O R S  b y  W H I C H  T H E  E L E M E N T S  O f Fl W I L L
С ПЕ M U L T I P L I E D
P E A  I ( 5 * 7 0 )  ( N R O ( I ) * n C O ( 1 ) i N F O ( I ). Z ( 1 ) * I * 1 . N07)2U r O R M A T ( 4 ( 3 I 3 , F 9 . 6 > )
N P *  1
DO .120 1*1 , Np
C f 1 ( к . 1) t h f  v e c t o r  c o n t a i n i n g  t h f  In i t i a l  v A i u t s  o f  i n o e p e N d f mс г 0 R ( E C O N S T A N T S  T O  3 E R E F I N E D
R E A D ( 5 * 1 0 )  < F I ( K » I ) . K * 1 , N F )
1 0 FORMAT <C>F1 2 . 6 )
8 2 0 CONTl NUt .
I F ( N F C ) 0 , 1 2 9 , 0
C 1 . N h O ( N o z + I )  G I V F S  THE ROW M I M b . P  Of THF F i 1 F M . M T S TO В > Cl)* M  W \  1 N * ПC ? .N r O ( N o z * I ) G I VE S t h e  COLUMN Nu m b e r OF THE r E 1 r M к N T S T a .
C CONSTRAI NED
C T . F i C d )  VECTOR C ONT AI N I NG T he  V a 1 '* f s OF (•O' .'C T и л t Nt r. ( F 1 • *•» E *■ T r.
u E A D ( 5 > 21 > ( N R O ( N 0 2 * I ) , N C O ( N O Z * i ) , F | C ( I ) , I = 1 )






1 2 9  DO 31 ! «1 » NllMBG
C C A R D  C O N T A I N I N G  I N F O R M A T I O N  O N  I S O T O P E  MOLE,;ilLES111 p E A d ( 5 # 5 )  ( R E C O R D 1  ( I ,J) , J * 1 » S )
5 F O R M A T  < У A 4)C D ( I )  A L L  T H L  O B S E R V E D  F R E Q U E N C I E S  IN C M - 1 . T H F Y  SHOU|.n F O l L O W  THE
c ordir of isotope molecules, i f  an observed frequency >s mi ssi ng
c the corresponding element of D i n  is set equal m  * ero
в E A r> ( 5 » 10)  (n< I ) »I = 1 , I N U M B )
I n U m B 1 “ 0
DO 6 2 8  I «1 , I N U M B  
I F (!,( I) > 6 2 9 . 0 , 6 2 9  
I N U n p l  a 1 N 1JMВ 1*1 
W I I ) • 0 . 0
GO Т О  6?8
6 2 9  J F I N W F - 1 > 0 . 6 3 0 , 6 3 1  
U < I ) * 1 . / < 5 . 8 9 1 4 1 E - 7 * 0 < I ) * D < I ) )
GO TO 6 2 8
6 3 0  u < ! ) a 1 . / ( 5 . 8 0 1 4 1 E - ' * D ( t ) * D < n * * 2 )
GO T O  6 2 8
6 31 g ( I )»1 .06 2 8  C O N T I N U E
I F ( N U F - 1 > 0 . 6 3 5 . 6 3 6  
U R I 7 E (6 ,3)3 F0R;1AT(/2X,-, O H Q E I G H T I N G :  1 / L a M B D A )
GO T O  1 1.3 7
6 3 5  W R I 7 E (6 , 1 2  )1 2  f O R M A T ( / ? X , 2 2 h W E I G H T I N G .  1 / L A M B D A * * 2 >
GO TO 1 6 3 7
6 3 6  W R l T F ( 6 , 1 3 )
1 3  cORl’AT C / 2 X . 1 A H W g l G H r  I N G  • 1 . 0 )
1 6 3 7  UR IT E ( 6 . 1  О  SC
1 4  F O R M A T ( / 2 X . Ó M S C A L E .  , F 6 , 1 )
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 5 )  C N1 5  f O R M A T ( / 2 X , 1 8 H C O N D l T l O N  N U M B F R l  , F8 . 1)
U R I T E ( 6 » 1 6 )  T O L F1 6  r O H M A T ( / 2 X . 4 7 H T H E I T E R A T I O N  C Y C i E  iS F I N I S H E D  I f m A x I D E L T A  F>
1 ? H <  , F 7 . 4  >
W R I T E ( 6 , 8>
8 F O R M A T  « / / / 2 X . 1  7HINPIJT F R E Q U E N C I E S )
DO 141 K a i  , NljMBG
W R I T F < 6 , 7 >  I R t C O R n l ( K . J )  . J * 1 .4)
U R I T E I 6 , 1 4 2 )
1 4 2  F O R M A T I / )
UR I T F ( 6 , ? 4 )  ( D < I + ( K - 1 ) * N Q ) . 1 * 1 . N Q )
2 4  f O R M Á T ( d E 1 4 . A )
1 4 1 C O N T I N U E
WRI  ТЕ 1 6 , 3 0 0 0 )  
d O 1 3 3 U 1 ,  NllMBG 
DO 1 3 2  I *1 . N O  
D O  1 3 2 J « 1 , N 0  
1 3 ^  Г. ( I , j ) a G . 0C R E A D  c. M A T R I C E S  FOR  A L L  I S O T O P E  M O L E C U L E S
c 1, n r O u g  g i v e s  t h e  row n u m b e r  o f  t h e  g  m a t r i x  e l e m e n t
С 2. N C O L G  G I V E S  T H E C O L U M N  N U M B E R  OF T H E  0 M A T R I X  F L ^  M F N T
c 3. d a t i n g , i s  t h e  g d u t r i x  e l e m e n t , з g r o u p s i n r o w c , . n C o i  g . d a t i n g )
c a r e  p u n c h e d  o n t o  e a c h  c a r d , t h e  r o w  n u m b f r  f o l l o w i n g  t h e  l a s t
С f I E M E N T  IS S f T E Q U A L  T O  - 1 .  Z E R O  G M A T R I X  E L E M E N T S  N F F O  N O T  RE E N T E R E D
1 2 4  в E A d I 5 « 9 ) ( N R O W G ( L > . N C O L G < l ) , D A T T N G < I > . L"1 • 3)
9 F O R n A T < 3 ( 2 I 3 . E l 8 . 9 > )  
d O 1 3 4 i « 1 . 3
I F I N R O W G ( l ) ) 1 3 5 , 6 1 0 . 1 3 61 3 6  I F ( N C O L G I L ) - N R O U G ( L ) ) 6 1  0» 1 3 7 . 1  3/
1 3 7  T F < N Q -  N , 0 L G < I П 6 1  0-1 3 8 . 1 3 8  
1 3 »  i b N r O w G ( L )
.I ■ N с О I. GI l )Г, I J , I ) » D A T  I N G  ( L)1 3 4  f, ( I , .1 ) - ;. A T I N G  ( L )
G O  TO 1 2 4
1 3 6  W P I T  fI 6 , 7 )  ( R E C O R D !  ( K . J ) , J a 1 ,4)
24
7 F О П И А Т ( / / S А 4 i 
UP 1 ТЕ < 6 . 1 1 >
11 Г О Р И Д Т ( « О Н О  г, М д Т Ш У )
П О 1 0 0  4 I я 1 * N Q
1 00 4  u i RJT f  (6 ,56) 1 , (G < I * J ) # J*1  , N O )  
t F < I t N R O W G U )  > 6 1 0 , 1  3 9 . 6 1 0  
13V n r i ^ o
t E C t N я 0
Г А Ц  OVi R F L ( J Z Z )
0 A L L H O l * r . ( G , N O , l E ' « E N * A # N R 1 >
Г A l 1 OVl RF l( .l ZZ )
IF ( j Z 7 . N E . 2 ) W R I T E ( 6 . 1 2 3 7 )12-37 r o R n  а г ( з з н  u n d e r f l o w s  o r  o v e r f l o w s  i n  h o i a g i
П О  1 4 0  .1 я1 , n o
1 F ( 0 . 0 0 0 5 - G ( J . J ) ) 1 4 / , 1 4 5 , 1 4 5  
14 5  n G ( j ) s 0 . 0  
r, 0 T O  1/.9 
14 7  n G ( J ) * G f J , J )
1 4 V  n o  1 4 0  1> 1, N O
1 я ( <-1 ) * N O + I
V U  , J ) = Л < I , J 1 * S Q R T ( o G < J ) >1 4 0  A? ( L , J ) = A ( I , j ) * 1  . / S i j rT ( D O  ( J ) )
1 3 3  C O N T I N U E  
N U M о 3 я 0
n o  2 5 4  1я 1 , I N U M B
2 5 4  nx ( I ) = 5 . 8 0 1 4 1 Е - 7 * П ( I ) * 0 ( I > 
n o  16? i »1, W n  
n O  1 6 2  .1*1 , N Q  
162 t { I , J ) " 0 . 0
ТГ ( N F C > 0 , 1 5 1  ,0 П О  1 5 0  • я 1 , N F C  t »N(iO(N<)Z*K>
.1 ■ N < : 0 ( N O Z * K  )F ( I IC < К >
1 5 0  t ( J , ! ) ■ ( ( I , J )
151 n O  171 t = 1, n p  
nO 170 > я 1 ,NOZ
I F (!íO - N í:Ó< K> 1 Ы  5 , 1 6 0 , 1 6 61 6 6  t F < m C O < K ) - N m o < K > > 6 1 5 . 1 6 7 . 1 6 71 6 7  T F (f.'F-N, O ( K )  ) 61 5 , 1 6 8 , 1 6 8  
1 6 »  T = N u 0( К )j в N <: о с к >
Ma N f O ( K )
F ( I . J ) ■ F ( I , J ) * Z ( K ) * F l ( M . L )
1 7 0  r ( J , I ) ■ » ( I . J 1  17 1 C O N T I N U E
U R  I Т Е ( 6 , 5 4 )54 F 0 R I 1 A T ( 1 H 1 / / / / 5 3 X . 1 6 H I N I T I A L  F M A T R I X )
n O  1 7 9 Iя 1 , N O1 7 V  u R l T F ( 6 , 5 6 )  I , ( F ( I . J ) , J »1 , NO)
5 6  F O R M A T ( S M O  R O W  I 4 / ( 1 0 C 1 4 . 6 ) >
г I M A X Я 1 I) 0 . 0C S O L V I N G  T H F  F l G E N V A j U F  P R O B L F M  F O R  A L L  I S O T O P E  M O L t f l l i E S
1 6 5  n O  2 1 0  N я 1 , NtlMBG 
nO 200 J » 1 ,N O  
f'O 1 9 5 L ■ 1 » N O 
n 0 (:. > = 0 . 0  s я 0 . 0
n o  1 9 4  * » 1 . N O  
M»(  I - 1 ) * N ' )  ♦ К 
1 0 4  c s S « F ( L , К ) * V ( M , J )
1 9 5  П D ( i. ) я S
n O  2 0 0  I» 1 , NO 
H ( I , J ) * 0 , 0  
с я 0 . 0
no ;9о ;Iя 1 , N0 
к я ( >, - 1 ) . N О ♦ И 




I F G; N e 0
Г All О V I RFl(.lZZ)
C Alt. h 0 ! A 6 ( H , N Q , I E < » F . N » C , N R >
CAll OVi B F L  <J Z7 >
!F <J Z Z ,N F .2) WB I T F (6 ,1237) 
no ?08 i »1 , no M s (• -1 ) * N Q ♦ 1 
n C ( ! > = H < j , I )
n V ( I ) = S j G N ( S 0 R T ( A B S < H ( I , I ) ) / 5 . 8 9 l 4 l E » 7 ) » H ( I , 1 ) >
П С 1 f M ) » D C ( I >
n v 1 ( M ) » o v  ( I )
no 2 7 S  * » 1 .NO 
i s ( m -1 ) » n  q  ♦ к 
4 = 0 . 0II = 0 . 0
no 274  J»1 , IJO 
S = $ , V ( l . J ) * C ( J . I >
274 ii=U*A2 (i ,J )*C (J »I)
AI (M , К ) sS
2 7 5  A L 1 < M , K ) » U  
2 0 8  FONT I N U t
I F < H M A 4 - t O LF )2 1 0 , « , 0  t f ( . 4 U M B : < - N S ) 0 . 2 l O , 2 i o  
no 216 j ■ 1 , N P 
no ?1 5 ! a 1. No 
M 3 < M - 1  ) *  N 0 ♦ I 
t F < [ ; X < M ) ) 6 8 0 , 0 . 6 8 0  
t) I) < I ) я 0 . ft 
n O V  < ? ) » 0 . 0 
r,0 ГО 68 1
6 8 0  0D < I )  = Dx < M ) - O C ( I ) n p V ( ! ) = i  < M ) - n V ( l )
6 8 1  f P S ( M , J ) * 0 0 < I  > 
n1 ( )sD(M>
2 1 5  ПХ1< ! > = DX t M)2 1 6  Г 0 N Г I N U fc
U R I T F ( 6 , 7 >  ( r E C O R D I (N » J ) ,J = 1 ,5)
W P I Tf ( 6 , 2 5 )  í I ,|)1( 1) , D V <  ! ) , D P V ( i  ) , 0 X 1  < I > . DC( T ) , n n <  I ) , |»1 , N O )
?5 F O R M A T (6 380 OBSERVED AND C A I C U l ATED F RE QUENCIES a N p F RE QUENCY PAR 
1 a M F T E R S / ( ! 5 , 3 F 1 0 . 5 « F ? 0 . 6 , F 1 0 . 6 . f 1 2 . 6 > >2 Ю  r O N T l M J f
T F <F I m A X - T O L F ) 3 0 1 2  « 0 , 0 
I F (n U M B  3» N S ) 0 . 5 0 1 2 . 0
C rON; ,TRU( T10N OF THE J ACOBI  MATRIX
CALL JACOBI  ( N O . N O Z - N U M B G . N F O . N R O . N C O . A L , JAC)
5 0 1 2  no <500 I ■ 1 , N P 
O R M f  0 = 0 . 0  
DO <501 J«1  , 1 N U M B  
U » E p S <J , I >
9 0 1  O R M r 0 = 0 R M F 0 + U * W ( J ) * U9 0 0  f ONTINUi;
I F <M U M В 3 ) 0 , 9 5 7 , 0  
q r M r = 0 .0
D O  711 I«1 , I N U M B  
PS ( I , 1 ) 
r. 0 7 1 2  J «1 , N F 111 * ij R ( I , J )
V 1 ■ ( I < J , 1 )7 1 2  5 = S + U 1 * V 1
P ( I ) * " S711 Q R M h b O R M R  + R (1 ) * U ( 1 ) * R ( I )
I F (F I M A X . T O L F )  AflO.U.O 
I F < NUMB;’,-NS ) 0 , 4 0 0  , A 00 
U R I  Г E <6, 31 ) O R M R51 F O R M A T t / / / / 4 У ,8 H R 'WR = , 0 1 8 . 1 0 )
9 5 7  U R  I T F ( 6 , 9 0 2 )  O R M F  0
9 0 2  f 0 R m A T ( / / 4 X , 8 H N 0 R M F p S = , 0 1 8 . 1 0 , / )
26
ПО 801 T«1* IMUMB 
no 801 J«1 , NF  
801 OR< 1 , J )  = J A C ( T , J)
852 FORMAT(8F14.6)
ПО 632 I « 1 » INUMb 
U » S q RT(W(1>) 
no 633 j « 1 , NF 
5; » J л С < I ,J>
633 J A C d f  J)»U*S 
no  6 3 4  К в 1 »Np 
S b E p SCI, k >
634 , PPS<!,K)«U*S 
632 c ONt I NÜE
ПО 702 1*1,INUMB 
ПО 702 J e N F + 1 ,NF*NP
702 JAC(I,J) b FPS(I,J-NF)
C SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF THE JACOBI MATRIX
CALL MINFIT(INUMB,NF,NP,JAC,Q,EPS1» t o d  
NUM(j3»NUMB3 + 1 
WRlTE(6,660) NUMB3
660 F O R M A T d H 1 / 5 4 Х , 13,6H. STEP.//)
O M A X " 0 .0
no 1010 I«1 ,NF-1 
no  1011 K»1 , I
1F<0<K)-Q(I+1>)1012,1012,1011
1011 CONTINUE
r, 0 TO 1010
1012 ! ND1«X
T N02"141 
O M A x r O <1*1 )
OMAX1*JAC( 1 + 1 , N  F♦1)
ПО 1015 J*1,NF
1015 AIFA(J)»JAC(J,I*1) 
no 1013 К ® I N n 1 »I ND2 
I *lND2-(X-INf)1 )
? H I - I N D 1 ) 1 0 1 4 » 0 . 1 U 1 4
,IAC<L»Nf *1)*QMAX1
no 1016 JS>1 , N F
1016 j AC( j ,L)«ALFA<J) 
o <L)«OMa x
r,o t o 1013
1014 0(l)»0(l.-1)
no 1 026 J B 1  ,nf 
1026 JAC(J,L)«JAC(J.L-1)
JAC(I,N f *1> » J A C < 1 - 1 , N F*1 )
1013 c o n t i n u e  
1010 CONTINUEUR I Т Е (6 ,703)
703 f O R M A T ( 1 H O / / / . 5 4 X . 1 5 H S I N 6 U U R  V a LUES,//)
WRI Т Е (6,704) (Q(I).Ib 1,NF)
704 f ORMAT<1HO»8015.7>
N R 6 в 0
nO 1022 Ib 1 ,m F 
IF<0(1)/Q(I)-CN)0.0,1023 
SIGMA{I) ■ 1 ,/n<I)
C.0 TO 1022
1023 SIGMA(1)«0.0 
n r 6= n r 6 + i
1022 CONTINUE
C0N[)b O(1 ) / 0 ( n F-NR6)
U R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 2 4 )
1024 F O R M A T d  Н О / / / .49X.21 HSIGMA MATRIX ELEMENTS,//) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 2 5 )  ( SI G M A ( I ) , I b 1,NF>
1 025 F O R M A T d  HO. 8F1S. 7)
UR I Т Е (6,661 ) CONO
6 6 1  f O R m A T ( / / 5 X , 1 0 H c O N D n U M B . « , E 1 2 . 5 , / / )
С CALCULATION OF THE FORCE CONSTANT C o b RFc t i O k VECTOR
ПО 707 Ib 1 ,NF 
nO 708 J ■ 1 , N F
27
708 AL f A ( J ) B j AC< T # J > * S l GMA( J )
П О  7 0 9  к ■ 1 « N p< ■ 0 . 0
П О  7 1 0  J»1 »Np
710 $ " S + A I F A< J ) * J A C < J , N f *K)
7 0 9  F i n . K ) » S  
7 0 7  r O N T l N U kW R I  Т Е ( 6 , 7 7 )
7 7  f O R m A T < / 5 0 X » 1 5 H S O L U T I O N  V E C T O R . / )  n O  79 J b 1 , N P
W R l ТЕ ( 6 , 7 8 )  < E I ( ! « J ) » I » 1 # N E )
78 F O R M A T  ( 6 F 1 4 . 1 0 )
79 C O N T I N U EO O  2 0 1 2  1 - 1 , N P  
F N O R M b O . O  
n O  20 1 3 J « 1 , N F
2 0 1 3  f n O r M * F n O R M + f I ( J , I ) * * 2  2 0 1 2  C O N T I N U E
W R  I Т Е  < 6 , 2 0 1 4 )  F n O r M
2 0 1 4  F O R M A T < / / / 5 X , 6 H F N O R M « , E 1 4 . 6 » />
6 7 6  f O R i i A T ( l H 0 » 8 E l 5 . 6 >
T F ( f N O R M - 5 . 0 F » 2 ) 6 O 3 , 0 iO 
D O  6 0 1  J » 1 »NP 
n O  6 0 2  1 » 1 » N F6 0 2  F l ( i « j ) a F I ( I . J ) * S C  
601  C O N T I N U E6 0 3  U R  I Т Е  ( 6 , 6 0 4 )
6 0 4  f O R m A T < / / 5 0 X . 1 7 H C O R R E C T I O N  V E C T O R . / )  
f>0 6 0 5  J«1  » N PW R I T E < 6 , 6 0 6 )  < F I ( I . J ) , I « 1 , N F )
6 0 6  f O R m A T ( 6 F 1 4 . 1 0 )
6 0 5  C O N T I N U E
C R E F I N E M E N T  O f T H E  f M A T R I X .  T E S T  OF C O N V E R G E N C E
П О  6 0 7  J « 1 » N P 
F I M a X « 0 . 0  
П О  6 0 8  I« 1 » NFI F ( F I M A x - A B S ( F I ( I , j ) ) ) 0 , 6 0 8 , 6 0 8  
F I M a X * A b S ( F I ( I . J ) >6 0 8  C O N T I N U E6 0 7  C O N T I N U E
7 2 2  ПО 3 2 8  I.■ 1 , N p
no 3 2 9  K « 1 »N 0 2I b N r O ( K)
,l «N cO (X)
m » N f O ( X )
F ( I , J ) " F ( I » J ) + Z ( K ) + F I ( M , l )
3 2 9  F ( J « I ) » F ( I , J )3 2 8  C O N T I N U E
I F ( f I M A x » T 0 L f ) 1 6 5 . U , 0  
! F < N U M B 3 - N S ) 0 » 1 6 5 . 1 6 5  
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 6 3 5 )
1 6 3 5  f 0 R M A T < / / / 5 3 X . 1 7 H A 0 J U S T E 0  F M A T R I X » / )  
no 1 6 3 6  I « 1 ,NQ
1 6 3 6  W R ! T E < 6 , 5 6 )  T » ( F ( I » J ) » J » 1 » N Q )
C,0 T O  1 6 5  
4 0 0  UR 1 Т Е ( 6 , 6 0 )
6 0  f O R m A T < / / / / / a 9 X , 2 8 « F I N A I  S E T  OF F O R C E  C O N S T A N T S . / )  
ПО 3 3 1 I i 1 « N O3 3 1  W R I Т Е ( 6 , 6 7 6 )  ( F ( I , J ) , J a 1 « N Q )
2 0 1 5  ПО 7 1 4  I a 1 »NF 
no 7 1 5  J » 1 * N F
7 1 5  A I F a ( J ) c J A C ( I , J ) * < S i G M A ( J ) * * 2 >
ПО 7 1 6  < u ^  , N F
<■0 0
no 7 1 7  J « 1 * N F
7 1 7  < » S * A I F A ( J ) * J A C ( X , J )
7 1 6  « 1 ( j , X ) « s
7 1 4  CONTINUE
nO 6 2 1 III » N F
28
ПО 622 Jel,NF 
?F(;-J>623,0,623 ll*AnS <A1 < 1,1))
RaU*ORMl</ ( INIIMB-! NUMB1"(NF“NR6) )
^I Gm A <I)«DSO r T (S )
623 U»A1(I»J)
V 1 • л1 (I , I) 





no 651 I» 1 ,N0 
DO 651 J » 1 ,N0
651 JAC(J , J ) « 0 ,0 
ПО 650 K"1IN02 I■ n r o (к )
.i» n «:0{K)
M*N(:0(K)
J AC (I ,J)«Z(K)*SIGMA(H)
650 JAC(J,I)«JAC<J,J>
W R I T E <6,637)
637 FORI1AT<///48X,30Hd ISp ERSIONS OF FORCE CONSTANTS,/) 
no 652 I « 1 fNO
65 2  WRI TE ( 6 , 6 7 6 )  ( J A C ( I , J ) , J » 1 , N 0 )
W«ITE(6,624>
62 A FOR'1AT(///53X,18HCOr r EIATION MATRIX,/)
n0 625 I *1,NF
625 URITE<6,676> {C r (I , j ),J« 1 ,NF )
ПО 058 Ца1 , NiiMBG
W R I T E <6,7) (r ECOROI < N » J ) * J • 1 ,5) no 1017 IЮ 1 ,MQ 
М » < N-1 ) * N Q ♦ I 
ПС( I )*PC1(M) 
nV < ! )■DV1 <M)
TF(DX(M)>1018,0,1018 
ПО <1 ) e O .0 
ODV(I>«0.0 
Г,0 TO 1019
1018 П О (I>»Ox(M)-nC(I) 
nOV< I )»h(M)-0V<1)1019 ni ( I ) ■0(M )
1017 nX1(I)»DX(M)
UR I ТЕ (6,25) (I,D1(1),0V(I>,D0V(I),C>X1(I),DC(T),D0(I),I»1,NQ) 958 cONTINUf
URITE(6,31) OHMR 
UR I Т Е (6,902) ORMFO 
WRITE(6,626)
626 fORnAT(///55X,13HJACOBI MATRIX,/)
ПО 627 I«1 , NIJM8G
nO Ю 2 1  Jb 1 ,n Q 
М» < 1 -1)*NQ*J
1021 URITE(6,676) (QR(M,K),Ka1,NF)




2010 f O R m a T(//52X.18HEIRENVECTOR MATRIX,/) 
nO /,150 K e 1 , N U M BG
UR I ТЕ <6,7) (OECORD1(к,J ) ,J » 1 ,4)
00 201 1 I■ 1 , N Q
URITE(6,676) (AL<L»I),L»(K b 1)*N0*1,K*N0>
2011 rONTINUt 
4150 CONTINUE
UR I Т Е (6,2020)
2020 f OR m AT(//45X,33HINV c r SE OF THE EIGENVECTOR MATRIX,/) 
nO 2022 К a 1 ,N U M b G 
URITE(6,7) (RECOROI( К , J ) ,J» 1 ,4) 
nO 2021 I= 1 , NQ
29
Ib (K.1)*NQ+I




610 U R I T F < 6 , 8 0 )  L'NROw(i(|.).NCOLG(l),DATlNG<L>
80 F O R M Á T (23H0G MATRIX ERROR PROBI f M,6 h FIELOI3.6H p e R0SI3,I3.F12.6) 
GO TO 90
615 UR I Tf (6,82) K » N R O ( K ) , N C O ( K ) # N F O m » Z ( K >
82 F O R M A T (15 H 0 F MATRIX ERR0R>6H FIf LDI3,6H R E A d í H .I4 *F12.6>
90 С A l L EXIT
END





SUBROUTI NE J A C 0 B I ( M , n . N I . N F 1 , N R , n C . A , B >
DI MENSI ON N F ! < 2 1 ) , N R < 2 1 > , N C < 2 1 > , A < 3 0 , 2 1 > . B < 3 0 , 2 ? >  
DO 1 I « 1 , N I  
DO 2 J " 1  ,M
> * M * J
DO 2 K*1 I N 
n FOM«NFI<K>
T F < K f 1 > 3 , 4 , 3
3 NUMB»K"1
DO 5 l » 1 « NUMr 
I F < N F I < L ) - N F O M ) 5 » 2 » 5  
5 CONTINUE
4 I •  N R ( К ) 
k 1«NC<K) 
i F( k 1»L>8.7,4
7 B < M 1 , N F 0 M ) " A < M 1 , K 1 > * A < M 1 , K 1 >
f.O TO 2
R < M 1 , N F 0 M ) « 2 * A < M 1 . < 1 > * A < M 1 I L )  




END OF SEGMENT.  LENGTH 2 1 6 .  NAME J ACOBI
31
»
S U B R O U T I N E  M i N F I T < M , n » N P , A B , Q , E P S * T O | )
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  U * S , G * F * V * H * E P S . E » C * X M . Y . 2 . D 4 « T O L ' Q  D I M E N S I O N  A B ( 3 0 , 2 Z > , 0 ( 2 1 ) » E < 2 1 )
C M O U S H O L D E R  S R E D U C T I O N  T O  B J D I A C O N A L  F O R M
G - 0 . 0  
X M - 0 . 0  
n p m * n * n p
DO 1 I»1  ,N
F ( I ) » G  
s « 0 .0 
t « I * 1
DO 2 J » I * M  
IJ«Ab < J * I)
2  S » S + U * * 2
I F ( S " T O | .  > 0 * 3 . 3G » 0 .0
f.O T O  4
3 F»Ab ( I * I >
I F ( F ) 0 * 5 * 5
G«DSQRT( S)
GO T O  63 G « - n S O R T ( S >
6 H«F *G»S
A B ( I * 1 ) n F " G  
DO 7 J « L . H P M
s*o. о
DO 8 К "  I , M 
U » A b ( К * I ) 
v « A a < K  * j >
8 S « S + U * V
F»S/ H
DO О К ■ I * M 
U » A « ( K * J >
V « A b (K * I )9 A B ( K *  J )a l l + F * V
7  C O N T I N U E
A 0 < I ) в C
S » 0 .0
1 F < 1 - M ) 0 , 0  # 1 0  
I F < L - N > 0 , 0 » 1 0  DO 11 J s L . N  
U « A B ( I * j >11 s » S + U * * ?
1 0  I F < S - T 0 l > 0 , 1 ? * 1 2G ■ 0 . 0  
G O  TO 13
1 2  f “ AB < I » I ♦ 1 >
T F ( F ) 0 * 1 4 , 1 4  
G “ D S O R T ( S )
G O  TO 151 4  G « - D S O R T ( S >
15 HeF*G*-S
А В ( I * I* 1 > ■ F«fi
I F < L » N > 0 * 0 * 1 3  D O  16 J « L » N  
U » A B ( I * J>1 6  F ( J ) » U / H
D O  17 J » L . M  
S « 0 . 0D O  18 Ka L * N 
U ■ A В (J * K >
V » A B < I * О  1 8  s » S + U * V
D O  19 K b L . N  
U » A B ( J  *K>
I V  A B ( j , K ) a U + S * E ( K )1 7  CO NTINUfc
1 3  IJ«Q(I>
V » D a B S < I J > * D A b S < E < I > )
32
1 F ( X M - Y ) 0 . 1 »1
XM«V
1 Г  0 N T 1 N U F
C ACCUMULATION OF RIGHT HAND TRANSFORMATION
ПО >0 1 = 1 .  N
М1 а N » < 1 -1 )
I F  ( о > о »г  1 . о
и» Al l  ( M l  , м1 *1 > 
n»U* G
по г г  J = I »N
И *  А В ( М1 , J )
22 А В О » м 1 ) « и / н
по  ?з  j = l . n
4 » o . о
по  24 К» L . N
I I я  А В (  М1 ,К>
V я А В ( К t J )
24 ч a S +U* V
во  25 * * L < N  ИяA r (К * J) 
v = А в ( к »M1)
25 A B U .  J>=U + S*V
23 CONTINUE
21 I F < L - N ) 0 , 0 . 5 0
ВО 26 J = I « N 
А В ( М1 « J ) ■ 0 . О
26 ЛВС.) »М1 ) ■ 0 . О
50 АВ<М1. M l ) г 1  . 0
Л = Е < М1 )
20 I=М1
FPS=EPS*XM 
N1 я Ц +1
I F < M * N ) 0 . 5 1  . 51  
ПО ?7 I =М + 1 , N 
по ?8 J = N1 , NPM 
28 AB < i , J > * 0  . О
27 CONTINUE
С D I A í í ONAl I Z A T i ON OF THE В I О I AGON a L FORM
51 no ?9 <31 , N 
M 1 = N - < K - 1  )
C TEST F S P L I T T I N G
42 nO 30 L=1 , M1
M 2 а И1 «-< L - 1  )
i F(DABS(E(M2))-EPS)3A.34.0 t F( d ABS<Q(M2-1))-EPS)3l.31*3o
30 f ON T l N U cc c a n c e l l a t i o n  of e (L) if l g r e a t e r  t h a n  1
31 r  = 0 . 0  
ч я 1 . 0
L 1 =u2»1 
no 33 I aM2 # M1 
r = S * E ( I )  
f ( I ) * C * r  ( I )
l F < n A B S ( F ) - r p S ) 3 4 , 3 4 , 0  
Г, a 0 ( I )
О < I ) a p S Q RT ( F*F+G*G> 
h = Q ( I >
r a G /  H
5 ■ -  f  /  H
ПО T5 J = N1 . NPM
V a A R ( L 1 , J )  
г ад ! :  < I » ,1 )
A B ( I 1 , J ) * C * Y * S * Z  
AR(  I . J ) = - ( S * V ) > C * 2  
35 CONTI NUI
33 CONTI NUI
34 7 a 0 ( M1 )
I F ( M 2 - M 1 1 0 . 3 6 . 0
С 4 H 1 t T F L О M BOTTOM 2 * 2  MINOR
33
XM«Q<M2)
Y »0 ( M1»1 )
G « E ( M1-1 )
H e E ( M1>
r B ( ( Y - Z ) * ( V + z ) + < G - H ) * < e * M ) > / ( 2* H * Y >
G *  D S Q R T ( F * F * 1)
d4» < x m « z > *  < x m + z >
I  F ( F > 0 » 37 « 37 
F ® < n A * H * ( Y / < F - G ) - H ) ) / X M
GO ТО 38
37 F " ( p4» H * ( Y / ( F * G ) - H > ) / X M
C NEXT OR T R A N S F OR MA T I ON
38 Г - 1.О 
s *1. 0
ПО 39 1» М2* 1 , М1 
G » E ( I >
Y » Q ( I >
Н « S *  G 
С » С *  G
= ( I - 1) » n S Q R T ( F * F * H * H )
7®E П - 1  )
Г - F / Z
S - H / Z
F » X M * C * G * S
G " - x M * S + G * C
н »  Y» s 
y » y » c
n o  40 J»1 , N 
Х М « Л В ( J , I - 1)
Z “ A B ( J > I )
A B O , I " 1 ) » X M * C * Z * S
40 A B <J , I ) s . X M * S * Z * C
0<1- 1) " D S Q R T ( F * F * H * H )
7 " Q ( I » 1 )
r » F / Z
S » H / Z
f « c * g * s * y
X M " - S * G * C * Y  
nO 41 J *  N1, NPM 
Y » A B < I - 1, J )
7» A B ( I , J)
A B < I - 1, J ) » C * Y * S * Z
41 A B < l , J > « « S * Y * O Z
J9 CONT I NUE
F < M2) » 0.0 




36 I F ( Z )0 » 29,29
C O ( K )  I S  MADE NON N E G A T I V
0 ( M1) » - Z  
DO 43 J *1 » N
43 A B ( J , M l ) » - A B ( J , M 1)
29 CONT I NUE
RETURN 
f ND
END OF SE GMF NT ,  LENGTH 2187, NAME M t N F l T
34
S U B R O U T I N E  h o i a g  ( H , N ,  I E G E N , U , n R)
POUfjtE P R E C I S I O N  H T E M P  , T A N G  , S I N E , C O S  I NE , R A P  , Н О Т Е  S T * H D  I MI N , ХМ» X 
D I M E N S I O N  H ( 6 , 6 ) , U ( 6 , 6 ) , X ( 6 ) , I Q ( 6 >
IF < IE G г N) 1 5 , 1 0 , 1 5  Ю  DO 1 4  1=1 ,N 
PO 1 4  J«=1 .N 
I F ( I - J > 1 2 , 1 1 , 1 2
11 o ( I , J ) "1 . 0 f-0 T O  1 4
12 o ( I . J ) » 0 . 014 C O N T I N U E
15 NR я 0
IF ( N - 1 )  1 0 0 0 * 1 0 0 0 * 1 7  
1 t NM 1 1 « N - 1
DO .30 1 = 1 ,N M! 1x ( 1> ■ o . o
I P L i ■ I *1 DO 3 0  J = I P I 1 , N
I F ( x ( I ) “ A B S  ( H ( I . J ) ) )  2 0 , 2 0 . 3 0  
20 X ( I ) B A B S  ( H ( I , J ) )
I 0 ( ! )  в J 
30 C O N T I N U E
ч А Р = 7 . 4 5 0 5 в 0 5 9 б Е - 9  
H 0 T E S T “ 1 ,0 E 3 0  
4 0  p O  7 0  I « 1 ,N M  1 1
IF ( 1 - 1 )  6 0 , 6 0 * 4 5  
45 I F ( X M A X - X ( I )> 6 0 , 7 0 , 7 0  
6 0  X M A x * X  ( I )
! P 1 V » I  
J P I V ■ I 0 ( I >7 0  C O N T I N U E
IF ( X M A x )  1 0 0 0 , 1 0 0 0 , SO 
8 0  TF(  H D T f S T )  0 0 . 9 0 , 0 5  8 5  1 F ( X M A X  - H O T E S T )  9 0 , 9 0 , 1 4 8  
9 0  M D I M I N  = A B S  ( H (1 ,1 ) )
P O  1 1 0  I “ 2 , N
IF ( H O l M I N  - A B S  ( H ( I , I > ) >  1 1 0 , 1 1 0 , 1 0 0  
1 0 0  H D I M I N B A B S  ( H ( I , I ))1 1 0  C O N T I N U E
H ОТ t S T  = H D I M I N * R A P  IF ( H d T e S T - X M a X) 1 4 8 , 1 0 0 0 , 1 0 0 0  
1 4 9  N R »  N P ♦1
1 5 0  T A N G a S I C N  ( 2 . 0  * ( H < I P I V , I P I V ) - H ( j P I V , j p I v > > > * H < I P I V > J P I V > / ( A B S  ( H < I  
1 P I V , ! P I V > - H ( J P ! V , J P I V ) > * S Q R T  ( ( m ( I P I V , 1 P I V ) - h ( J P ! V » J P I V ) ) * * 2 * 4 . 0 * H  2 ( I P t V , J P I V > * * 2 > >
C O S I N  F . » 1 . 0 / l ) S Q R T ( 1 . G * T A N G * T  A N G )
S I N E « T A N G * C 0 S I N E  H I I 3 И ( I P I V , I PI V )
H ( I P I V ,  I P I V ) b C O s I N E * * 2 * ( H I I * T A N G * ( 2 . * H ( I P I V , J P I v > 4 Í A N 6 * H ( J P I V ,  J P I V
1 ))>
h ( J p I V , J P I V > b C O S I N E * * 2 * ( H < J P 1 V , J P I V ) - T A N C * < 2 . * H ( I P » V , J P I V ) - T A N 6 * H
1 11 >)H ( I p l V , J P ! V ) » 0 , 0
IF ( H ( I P I V , I P I V )  “ H ( J P I V , J  PI V 5 ) 1 5 2 , 1  5 3 , 1  5 31 5 2  H T F M P  ■ H d P l V , I P I V )
H d P l V i l P t V )  ■ H ( J P i v , J P I V )
M ( J P I V , J P I V )  B H T E M P  
H T E M P « D S I G N ( 1 . 0 , - S I N E ) « C O S I N E  c O S i N E B O A B S ( S I N E )
S I N E  b H t E M P
153 c O N T I N U fD O  3 5 0  I « 1 ,N M  1 1 
I F ( I - I P I V ) 2 1 0 , 3 5 0 , 2 0 0  2 0 0  i f  ( I - J P I V )  2 1 0 , 3 5 0 , 2 1 0  
2 1 0  I F ( l O d ) - I P I v )  2 3 0 * 2 4 0 , 2 3 0  
2 3 0  i F d O ( I ) - J P l v )  3 5 0 , 2 4 0 , 3 5 0  2 4 0  K > I Q ( I )
2 5 0  Н Т Е М Р " Н ( 1 , К )
35
м < 1,  K ) » o . О 
I P L 1 « I *1 
X < I > » 0 . 0
г>о з г о  j « I р и  , N
I F  ( X С I > - A n s  < H < l , j > )  ) 3 0 0 ,  30 0  * 3 2 0  
3 0 0  х ( I ) ■ A B s ( Н ( I  . J ) )
I 0 < I ) ■ J 
3 2 0  CONTINUE
H ( I  , K ) « i l TEMP 
3 5 0  CONTINUE
X < I p I v > « 0 . 0  
X ( J p I V )  » 0 . 0  
no  530 1 « 1 , N  
I F  ( I - l P I V )  3 7 0 , 5 3 0 , 4 2 0  
3 7 0  HTEMP « H ( ! . T P I V )
H ( I , I P I  V ) ■ COS I NE*HTFMP ♦ S I NE * H  ( 1 » J P I V )
I F  < X СI > -  ABS ( H ( I , I P I V > )  > 3 8 0 . 3 9 0 , 3 9 0  
3 8 0  x ( I )  •  ABS ( H < I , I P I V ) >
1 0 ( 1 >  ■ I P I V
3 9 0  H ( l . J P l V )  a -  SI NE*HTEMP ♦ COS I mE* H ( I , J p i V )
IF ( X(i) -  ARS ( H ( I . J P I V ) )  ) 4 0 0 , 5 3 0 , 5 3 0  
4 0 0  x ( I ) ■ ABS (H < I , J p l V ) >
I О ( I ) » J P I V
0 0  TO 530
4 2 0  I F ( 1 - J PI  V ) 4 3 0 , 5 3 0 . 4 8 0  
4 3 0  и ТЕ HP ■ H < I P I  V ,  I )
H d P l V . l )  •  f  OS I NE*HTEMP ♦ S I N E * H < I , J P I V )
I F  ( X ( I P I V )  -  ABS ( H ( I P I V . I ) )  ) 4 4 0 . 4 5 0 , 4 5 0  
44 0  X ( I P I V > *  ABS ( H d P l V . I  ) )
I Q ( I P I V )  ■ I
45 0  H ( I . J P I V )  « -  S I NE*HTEMP ♦ COS I NE * H ( I , J p I  V )
IF ( X ( I >  -  ABS < H ( I , J P I V > >  > 4 0 0 , 5 3 0 , 5 3 0  
480  HTEMP ■ H ( I P I V . I )
H ( I P I V . I )  « C O S I N £ * h TEMP ♦ S I N E * H ( J P I V ,  I >
I F  (. X d P l V )  -  ABS ( H ( I P I V . I ) )  ) 4 9 0 , 5 0 0 , 5 0 0  
490  X ( I P I V )  ■ ABS ( H ( I P I V ' I ) )
1 0 < I P I v> a I
500 H ( J P I V , I )  ■ -  S I NE* HTEMP *  COS I N E * H ( J p I V  , I  >
I F  ( X < J P I V )  -  ABS ( H ( J P I V , D )  >51 0 , 5 3 0 , 5 3 0  
5 Ю  X ( J P I V )  a ABS C H < J P I V # I ) >  
l O ( J P l V )  a j 
530 CONTl NUF
I F ( I E G E N )  4 0 , 5 4 0 , 4 0  
540 oo  5 5 0  I « 1 , N
H T E M P a U d  , I P I V >
it < I , I P l V ) a C O S l N E * H T E M P * S I N E * U < I , J P I V )
550 И ( I . J P I V ) «  - S I N e * H T Em P * C O S ! N e * U < i , J P ! V )  
r.O T O  40 
1000 pETURN 
END
END Of  SEGMENT,  LENGTH 14 01#  NAME Hn l AG
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